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     Abstract
                       Our research was carried out on a sample numbering 28 subjects, elementary schools 

students aged 12 and 13, all of whom were included in pioneer category training in 
a soccer school in Nish. We used four tests of motor coordination and three tests of 
situational-motor skills, defined by: the speed of drbbling a soccer ball at a distancc of 
20m, the strength needed to kick a soccer ball with a running start and strength needed 
to hit a soccer ball with head from a running start. The purpose of the research was to 
evaluate the relations between the motor coordination and results of the soccer players’ 
situational-motor abilities, as well as the extent to which they depend on the results of 
the motor coordination tests. The central descriptive parameters were calculated and 
canonical correlation analysis made.  This analysis has shown that there is a significant 
canonical factor between the assessment variables of motor coordination and criterion 
variable defined in sutuational-motor tests, as well as a high degree of correlation 
between the two sets of variables.

  Keywords: student soccer players, basic motor tests, success in soccer,
  canonical correlation analysis

NTRODUCTION
Motor coordination among soccer players 

plays a special role in the improvement of 
training and achieving success. It has been 
detcrmined (Metikos, Milanovic, Prot, Jukic, 
& Markovic, 2003) that coordination takes part 
in the realization of most motor structures in 
soccer, from the simplest to the most complex 
forms of movement in soccer.

The influence and importance of this 
ability increases with the complexity of the 
motor activities, and can best be seen in 
situations where it is necessary to quickly resolve 
problems during a game, especiailly in terms of 
offence and defense. It has been determined that 
when it comes to tests of coordination we find a 
high general factor with a wide range influence 
which some authors, following a series of 
factor analyses of motor space, have called 
,,the mechanism for structuring movement” 
(Mekic 1988; Brown. Ferrigno & Santana 2000; 
Jerkovic, M., Jerkovic, S., & Mejovsek 2003).

In the training process, in relation to the 
developmental dynamics of the anthropological 
features of young soccer players, coordination 
exercises should be used in ihe early phases of 

growth and developmeni, during the so-called 
“sensitive ages”. or during the “critical” phases 
when the best “responses” to the coordination 
exercises can be obtained from the subjects. 
These exercises represent a very important 
basis of the situational-motor skills of soccer 
players. The subject matter of this research is to 
study the nature of the relations between motor 
coordination and the results inthe situational-
motor skills of soccer players, and how much the 
results in the situational-motor skills of soccer 
players depend on the motor coordination tests.

METHODS
Our sample of 28 subjects was extracted 

from a population of elementary school students 
aged 12 and 13 (± 6 months), who took part in 
the training at a soccer school for pioneers in 
Nish. The motor coordination was evaluated 
by means of the follovving tests: (1) agility 
on the ground - MONT; (2) agility in the air - 
MOKV; (3) the polygon backwards - MPNT; 
(4) coordination with a baton - MKOP. The 
situational-motor skills were represented with 
the following tests: (I) the swift leading of a ball 
for a distance of 20m - BV20; (2) the strength of 
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a soccer kick with a running start - SUNZ; (3) 
the strength of a soccer headbutt with a nmning 
start - SUGZ..

RESULTS
By analyzing the cross-correlation matr-

ices for motor coordination and situational-
motor skills (Table 1) of the subjects, we 
identified a mid level correlation coefitcient. A 
significant coorelation can be found between 
coordination with a baton (MKOP) and all the 
test of situational-motor skills (the swift leading 
of a ball for a distance of 20m BV20 - .44 the 
strength of a soccer kick with a running start 
SUNZ -.53, the strength of a soccer headbutt 
with a running start SUGZ -.41). A somewhat 
smaller correlation can be found between the 
polygon backwards (MPNT) and the situational 
motor skills (the swift leading of a ball for a 
distancc of 20m BV20 - .27. the strength of a 
soccer kick with a running start SUNZ -.35, the 
strength of a soccer headbutt with a running 
stan SUGZ -.28) and between agility in the air 
(MOKV) and situational- motor skills (the swift 

leading of a ball for a distance of 20m BV20 
-.26, the strength of a soccer kick with a running 
start SUNZ .22. the strength of a soccer headbut 
with a running start SUGZ -.28 . The remaining 
motor test show no significant correlations.

Table 1. A cross-correlation matrix for
motor coordination

    Cross-
correlation BV20 SUNZ SUGZ

MONT -11 -.19 -.16
MOKV -.36 .22 -.33
MPNT -.27 -.35 -.28
MKOP -.44 -.53 -.41

The results of the canonical correlation 
analysis show (Table 2) that in the relations 
between the predictor system, which is made 
up of the variable for the evaluation of motor 
coordination and criteria,  which make the 
variables for evaluating the situational-motor 

 Table 2. The canonical correlation analysis of the predictor system of coordination
                 and the criterion system of the situational-motor skills of soccer players

Can. R Can. R2 Chi-sqr df P Lambda

0 .56 .31 32.11 28 .014 .528

tests of soccer players, produced a statistically 
significant canonical factor R  wich in 56% 
indicates the size of coefficient corelation and 
confirms the percentage of common coefficient 
variances in coefficicnt R2 (31%) determination 
for both groups of variables.

Considering the extent of the canonical 
correlation  and common variables, a conclusion 
can be made that the situational-motor skills 
of soccer players will be manifested to a great 
extent depending on their motor coordination. 
The canonical root is statistically significant at 
the P= .014 level.

In Table 3, we can see the variables for 
motor coordination: coordination with a baton 
(MKOP -.85) and the polygon backwards 
(MPNT -.66) have the greatest projections on the 
canonical factors, and thus influence the results 
in all of the tests of the situational-motor skills 
of soccer players. The variable of agility on the 
ground (MONT -.43) has a somewhat lesser, 
but significant influence on the manifestation 
of situational-motor skills, while the variable 
for agility in the air (MOKV -.14) the smallest, 
almost insignificant influence.

In Table 4, we can see the variables for 
situational-motor skills: the swift leading of a 

ball for a distance of 20m (BV20.79) has the 
greatest projection on the canonical factor, and 
thus has the greatest influence on the results 
in all the tests of situational-motor skills. The 

 Table 3. The canonical factors of motor 
coordination

Coordination   Root 1
MONT -.43
MOKV -.14
MPNT -.66 ,
MKOP -.85

     Table 4. The cannonical factors of the 
       situational-motor skills

Situational-motor skills Root 1

BV20 .79
SUNZ .53
SUGZ .46
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strength of a soccer kick with a running start 
(SUNZ .53) has a somewhat smaller, but si-
gnificant influence on the manifestation of 
situational-motor skills, while the strength of 
a soccer headbutt with a running start (SUGZ 
.46) has the smallest impact.

CONCLUSION
The research results show that a stati-

stically significant factor exists betwen the 
groups of variables used to evaluate motor 
coordination and the criterion variables used 
to evaluate the results of the situational-motor 
skills of soccer players.
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  Apstrakt 
          Iastra`uvaweto e sprovedeno na primerok od 28 ispitanici – u~enici od 

osnovnite u~ili{ta, na vozrast od 12-13 godini koi bea opfateni so trena`na 
rabota po fudbal vo pinerska fudbalska {kola vo Ni{. Primeneti se ~etiri 
testovi za motorna koordinacija i tri testovi za situaciono-motorni sposobnosti. 
Testovite za situacino-motornite sposobnosti bea definifrai so: brzo vodewe na 
fudbalskata topka so noga od zalet i snaga na udarot po fudbalskata topka so glava od 
zalet. Celata na istra`uvaweto be{e da se ispita kakvi se relaciite na motornata 
koordinacija so rezultatite od situaciono motornite testovi i kolki tie zavisat 
od rezultatite na testoite za motornta koordinacija. Presmetani se centralnite 
deskriptivni parametri i kanoni~ka korelciona analiza. Taa poka`a deka me|u 
varijablite za procenuvawe na motornata koordinacija i na kriteriumskata 
varijabla koja be{e definirana so situaiono-motornite testovi na ispitanicite, 
postoi eden statisti~ki zna~aen kanoni~ki faktor  so visok stepen na povrzanost 
me|u dvata seta na tie varijabli.

Klu~ni zborovi: u~enici-fudbaleri, bazi~ni motorni testovi, 
kanoni~ka korelaciona analiza, uspeh vo fudbalot
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